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The silver lining of Israel’s COVID-19 spike 2

In recent weeks, Israel has gone from a Coronavirus 
success story to having the highest rate of infection in 
the world. In July, after months of successfully keeping 
cases and mortality rates down, the Israeli government 
was forced to close many of the country’s venues and 
businesses indefinitely in an attempt to control the 
virus’s deadly spread. With new infections skyrocketing, 
Israel now has over 135,000 cases, with more than 900 
current hospitalizations and 1,031 confirmed deaths.

But this disastrous and devastating struggle with the 
pandemic has also given rise to something 
extraordinary: images of Arabs and Jews battling a 
common enemy as tens of thousands of Arab health 
care workers joined their Jewish colleagues in fighting 
Covid-19.

Arabs account for 17% of Israel’s doctors, 24% of its 
nurses, and 48% of its pharmacists. But the extent of 
Arab Israeli involvement in Israel’s medical industry is 
not something that’s often talked about — until now. 
Arab health care professionals fighting on the front 
lines of the pandemic have been celebrated in Israeli 
media, with images and videos often going viral on 
social media.

Besides demonstrating their readiness to stand 
shoulder to shoulder with their Jewish colleagues, the 
role played by Arab medical workers reflects another 
important reality: the growth of an Arab-Israeli 
educated middle class. In addition to medicine, Arabs 
are participating increasingly in the Israeli hi-tech 
sector. In 2008, there were only 350 Arab engineers in 
this field, all of them men; today, there are more than 
6,600, a quarter of whom are women. While this still 
represents only 4.5% of all hi-tech engineers, the 
number of Arabs in this field is growing every year. 
Arabs are also playing leading roles in other areas of 
Israeli life, including law, diplomacy, academia, and 
public service.

At the same time, Arabs are showing a new willingness 

to become part of Israeli society. According to a recent 
poll, 75% of Israel’s Arab citizens now identify as 
Israelis, as opposed to Palestinians or Arabs.

The integration of Arabs into Israeli society does face 
powerful headwinds. The Nation-State Law, passed by 
the Knesset in 2018, made many Arab-Israelis feel like 
second-class citizens. Nevertheless, Israel’s Institute 
for National Security Studies argues that there is now a 
positive basis for the full integration of Arabs into 
Israeli society and an “end to exclusionary and racist 
discourse.”

But how can that be accomplished?

In fact, a number of Israeli NGOs have been working for 
decades toward this goal, often with direct government 
support. For example, while the Israeli education 
system segregates Arabs and different groups of Jews 
into separate schools, NGOs have created a number of
integrated elementary schools. And just two years ago, 
an integrated high school opened that offers an 
international baccalaureate with a student body 
consisting of 25% Israeli Jews, 25% Israeli Arabs and 
50% foreign students.

Other initiatives, likewise supported by the Israeli 
government, offer supplemental courses in science and 
technology for Arab high school students, as well 
programs to bring Jewish teachers into Arab schools to 
improve the Hebrew language skills the students need 
to succeed in Israeli universities. Other programs guide 
neighboring Jewish and Arab towns, which normally 
have no contact with one another, to cooperate in 
creating joint projects, such as soccer stadiums, art 
centers, and economic development zones.

Besides helping Arabs to achieve educational and 
economic equality, these programs – and many others 
that bring together Arabs and Jews for sports, hobbies, 
discussions, and various other projects – provide rare 
opportunities for individuals from separate 
communities to get to know one another.

The silver lining of Israel’s COVID-19 spike
By Michael Blechman

Opinion
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All of these initiatives are aimed at creating a shared 
society. In 2017, Arab and Jewish civil society leaders, in 
consultation with government and other experts, put 
together a “Roadmap” of the steps needed in key areas 
– like economic development, land use, and education –
to reach this goal. The success of similar road maps in 
other parts of the world like Northern Ireland, where 
shared societies have in fact emerged out of separate, 
insular, and often hostile neighboring communities, 
suggest some reason to hope.

Of course, the relationship of the Arab and Jewish 
communities within Israel is affected by the larger, 
seemingly intractable issues of the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict. Hopefully, a road map can eventually be 
devised for that problem as well. However, in the 
meantime, projects to create a shared society in Israel 
deserve the bipartisan support of American as well as 
Israeli Jews.

Israeli military and intelligence officials have 
consistently favored initiatives to promote equality and 
co-existence between the country’s Arab and Jewish 
populations because of the obvious advantages for its 
security. Just as obviously, such initiatives deserve the 
support of anyone who favors social justice.

The joint efforts of Arab and Jewish medical workers in 
fighting the Coronavirus has produced an outpouring of 
good will. In a video produced by my own NGO, Givat
Haviva, in partnership with the U.S. Embassy in 
Jerusalem, one can see and hear Arab and Jewish 
medical workers giving voice to the mutual feelings of 
unity, respect, and friendship that came out of their 
common struggle to defend Israeli citizens of all 
religions and ethnicities against this disease.

The service of Israeli Arab medical professionals, like 
that of their Jewish colleagues and other healthcare 
heroes around the world, has been laden with risk. 
Amnesty International has confirmed that worldwide, at 
least 7,000 health care professionals have contracted 
and died from Coronavirus while working to save those 
under their care. According to Israel’s Ministry of 
Health, 622 nurses, 289 doctors and 1,288 other 
medical personnel are currently in isolation after having 
been exposed to the virus. Though relatively few of 

Israel’s doctors and nurses have lost their lives to the 
virus, it is well established that medical professionals 
on the front lines fighting the virus have a high 
prevalence of depression, anxiety, insomnia, and 
distress. We should remember their sacrifice and keep 
in mind that not all scars are visible.

As Israel’s Institute for National Security Studies 
observed, the contribution that Arab health care 
workers have made to their country in its hour of need 
has created a unique opportunity. These heroes 
deserve not just our thanks, but our support for a 
shared society in Israel for the benefit of all its citizens. 
Now is the time for all of us who want to see Israel 
fulfill its destiny as both a democratic and a Jewish 
state, to chip in and make a difference.

Carpe diem!

-

Michael Blechman is the chair of Givat Haviva, the most 
veteran institution in Israel promoting reconciliation 
between Jews and Arabs.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.
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What coronavirus? Haredi indoor weddings are booming in New York 4

Guards are installed at the doors, entrance lights are 
turned off, and guests are asked not to share on social 
media: That’s how some Orthodox weddings are being 
organized today, taking place indoors.

“Most problems of weddings end with hiring a guard 
who stands at the door and watches that more than 
fifty people shouldn’t enter at once, and he who 
understands, understands,” an editorial in the Satmar
newspaper Der Blatt wrote. “He who understands, 
understands,” is a common phrase meant to serve as a 
private wink to the knowledgeable reader — here, 
“problems of weddings” implies “city inspectors,” who 
come to ensure that safety regulations are upheld.

But it’s no secret: A casual scroll through Instagram 
events accounts, like Yiddishe Simchas, Simcha Spot 
and Only Simchas, show photographs of weddings held 
in halls, in crowded spaces with no masks worn, as if 
it’s 2019.

Meyer Labin wore a mask to a wedding held in a New 
York City hall last week. Of the 150 guests, he was the 
only one masked. “I felt out of place,” said Labin, a 
resident of Rockland County, outside the city. “People 
looked at me surprised.”

Labin and other members of Haredi communities say 
such gatherings will likely continue unless there is a big 
outbreak, due to disinformation and a general sense 
that the community has reached herd immunity, after 
being hit hard in the spring.

“As of now, I don’t think people will take it seriously,” 
said Hershel Hershkowitz, a community activist in 
Lakewood, N.J. “Until something bad happens, nothing 
will change. Hopefully the virus doesn’t have the same 
effect on our community that it had a few months ago.”

In Crown Heights, a young woman associated with 
Chabad-Lubavitch has received invitations to several 

friends’ indoor weddings this month.

“I haven’t gone to any of them,” she said on condition 
of anonymity. “Personally, I had corona in March, so it’s 
not like I’m so worried about my own safety. But given 
everything that we know and the potential risk: how 
we’re celebrating as a community, is it appropriate? 
Therefore I take a step back.”

Yet community doctors and religious leaders have been 
issuing warnings about the health risks of weddings 
and other big events for weeks.

“As current contact tracing evidence has shown, many 
of the new cases of infection have arisen from large 
gatherings (weddings, bar and bat mitzvah, concerts …) 
where social distancing and/or mask wearing was not 
strictly observed,” wrote 138 Orthodox doctors in Long 
Island in an open letter last week.

Agudath Israel, the community and advocacy 
organization for Haredi American Jewry, made a similar 
statement in Aug. 31, as did the Orthodox ambulance 
service, Hatzolah, on Aug. 24 in Rockland County.

Indeed, positive COVID-19 tests are spiking in parts of 
New York City dominated by Haredi Jews like Forest 
Hills and Far Rockaway in Queens and Midwood, 
Williamsburg and Borough Park in Brooklyn, according 
to a statement released over Labor Day weekend by 
New York City Health commissioner Dave Chokshi. The 
Aug. 31 statement from Agudath Israel mentioned 
upticks in Orthodox centers in Lakewood and Passaic, 
N.J.; Baltimore, Md.; Cleveland, Ohio and the Five Towns 
in Long Island as well.

The spread is likely connected to a widespread 
perception that because the virus hit Haredi 
communities hard, essentially everyone in them has 
already gotten the virus and either gotten sick, or not, 
but is now immune — so called “herd immunity.”

What coronavirus? Haredi indoor weddings are 
booming in New York
By Avital Chizhik-Goldschmidt

News
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“People say, ‘Oh you didn’t have corona yet?’” said 
Labin. “People expect you to have had it. They operate 
on the premise that everyone was already infected and 
now has immunity.”

“COVID doesn’t exist, it hasn’t existed in our community 
since about Pesach,” said a Hasidic resident of Borough 
Park who spoke, for fear of retribution, only on 
condition of anonymity. He dropped by a 300-person 
wedding recently at a hall which had turned its foyer 
light off in order to make it seem like there were no 
events taking place.

These communities are not immune, despite their 
struggles with the virus, wrote Chokshi in his 
statement: “We also must emphasize that these 
communities’ past experience with COVID-19, does not 
guarantee immunity from future transmission,” he said, 
urging New Yorkers to continue to socially distance.

Hasidic media is transmitting a different message, 
however — hiding in the Yiddish language, less known 
outside these often-insular communities.

In another article in Der Blatt, editors decried those 
using smartphones, which have turned Jews taking 
snapshots at weddings into “informants,” in their 
words. “When a family member took an innocent photo 
at a relative’s wedding, and sent it around to his friends 
and family, it didn’t take long for the picture to leak to 
the press,” the editors wrote, urging community 
members to keep quiet.

To be sure, some are organizing weddings that are 
taking precautions. In Beachwood, Ohio, Deborah 
Pollack and her husband Meir, a gastroenterologist, 
first considered renting a wedding hall for their 
daughter’s wedding, back when they started planning it 
in spring.

“Our wedding planner said, ‘By August, corona will be 
gone.’ And I was like, ‘You’re out of your mind,’” she 
said. They chose to have the wedding in a local park 
venue.

“Every couple sat alone at cocktail tables, six feet apart 
from others,” she said. “The elderly were seated at a 
further distance.” For dancing, she purchased pool 
noodles and strung lights through them, tying rings to 

each end, to ensure distancing during the dancing.

Others, who could not host outdoor weddings due to 
weather, had to be creative indoors. One resident of 
Monsey, in New York’s Rockland County, described a 
family wedding that was held at a hotel in the bride’s 
hometown in Pennsylvania.

The tables were separated by households; hosts asked 
the guests to wear masks at all times except when 
dining, and handed out ribbons for dancing to avoid 
holding hands.

New York State Gov. Andrew Cuomo has vowed to 
crack down on the gatherings.

“In the case of New York City, if there’s any evidence, or 
plans of weddings that would violate the law, they 
should forward those complaints to the NYPD or the 
mayor,” Cuomo told reporters on Aug. 26. “If the mayor 
is not doing any enforcement actions, then the state 
will.”

The Borough Park resident said that there is a sense of 
justification for the laxity: the striking contrast between 
the surge of cases in March and April, and the lull that 
came afterwards.

“There is a feeling that if there is a case - we all know 
about it,” he said. “We’re a tightly knit community.”

Yet he wondered aloud why more community members 
are not wearing masks — which he described as a minor 
inconvenience. “I don’t get why people completely 
disregard the rules.”

-

Avital Chizhik-Goldschmidt is the Life section editor at 
the Forward. Find her on Twitter and Instagram

What coronavirus? Haredi indoor weddings are booming in New York
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Sam Yebri enters L.A. City Council race, hoping to be first Persian-Jewish council member 6

Sam Yebri was a year old in 1982 when his Jewish family 
fled Iran, stopping in Rome, Vienna, Switzerland and 
New York before settling in Los Angeles in 1983.

Looking back, he recognizes his family’s good fortune. 
Not only did they escape the new Islamic regime under 
Ayatollah Khomeini, Los Angeles gave the Yebri family 
a chance to live out the American dream. Yebri’s
parents, dentists in Iran, passed tests to continue 
practicing here. Yebri himself graduated from law 
school and began a career of public service that 
included founding an organization, 30 Years After, that 
promotes the participation of Iranian-American Jews 
into national political and Jewish life.

On Sept. 8, Yebri marked the next step in his journey, 
announcing his intention to run for an open seat for the 
Los Angeles City Council Fifth District.

The sprawling district includes a vast number of L.A. 
Jews. Paul Koretz, a three-term incumbent, is stepping 
down to run for City Controller.

A victory would make Yebri the first Persian Jew to 
serve on the Council, a history that dates back to 1850.

“L.A., a city I love that opened its arms to me and my 
refugee family, is heading in the wrong direction and 
needs new leadership,” Yebri said in an interview. “I feel 
I have a debt to repay the city and a responsibility to 
leave L.A. better than how I found it for my kids, the 
Iranian-American community and all Angelenos.”

Fifteen people serve on the City Council, which 
oversees the second-largest city in the country. 
Elections are held every other even-numbered year, 
and Yebri, 39, is competing for one of the eight seats 
that will be filled in 2022. The other seven will be 
contested this year.

Fourteen of the seats are currently held by Democrats, 

the other by an independent. Unlike many within L.A.’s 
Iranian-American Jewish population who are 
Republican, Yebri is a lifelong Democrat. But party 
affiliation plays a minimal role at the local level.

Currently, there are fewer than a dozen Iranian-
Americans serving in elected office in the United States 
and only one Jew among them — Anna Monahemi
Kaplan, a Democrat from Great Neck serving in the New 
York State Senate. In greater Los Angeles, where the 
population of Persian Jews numbers up to 70,000, only 
one has served in local public office in recent years —
Jimmy Delshad, a Democrat who was twice elected 
mayor of Beverly Hills, a separate city within Los 
Angeles County.

In large measure, L.A.’s Persian Jews have thrived in the 
arts, academia, real estate and business. They have 
been less involved in politics, which adds to the 
unusual nature of Yebri’s candidacy.

“Most families who settled here in Los Angeles have 
been active in every part of life but civic engagement,” 
said Sharon Nazarian, president of the Younes and 
Soraya Nazarian Family Foundation and a senior vice 
president of the ADL for international affairs. “Public 
service came later to us, and that’s an oversight by our 
community. It’s really about time, and I’m glad to see 
Sam take the lead.”

Much of the hesitation for Persian Jews to try politics is 
a carryover from their families’ years in Iran just after 
the 1979 revolution. Shariah law ruled everyday life and 
anti-Semitism was growing. Prior to the Islamic 
takeover, about 80,000 Jews lived in Iran, according to 
the Jewish Virtual Library. Today, fewer than 9,000 
remain.

“The idea was to stay quiet, do your work and not be 
public about your religion,” said Saba Soomekh, an 

Sam Yebri enters L.A. City Council race, hoping 
to be first Persian-Jewish council member
By Michael Janofsky

News
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author and lecturer at the Academy of Jewish Religion 
and associate director of the American Jewish 
Committee of Los Angeles. “The last thing they wanted 
was the government to know you were Jewish.”

She and other Persian Jews say Yebri’s candidacy might 
inspire others in their community to follow.

“We’re a very strong community,” Soomekh said. “Sam 
made people aware of civic duty, and he can especially 
speak on issues that are important to the Iranian 
community. He’s inspiring. They see if Sam can do it, 
they can do it.”

But why announce so early for a primary to be held in 
March 2022?

“One of my goals in running is to shape the debate on 
issues and help mobilize people to get engaged on the 
issues,” Yebri said. “I want to help come up with ideas 
and policies and help mobilize all aspects of the 
community to dig in on these issues. I’m excited to 
start.”

To be sure, there are plenty of issues to dig into. Like 
other big cities, Los Angeles is struggling with rising 
homelessness, racial injustice, economic disparity and a 
lack of affordable housing. Finding solutions has 
become an even greater challenge during an economic 
stall during the COVID-19 crisis that has reduced city 
revenue.

Jewish organizations, like the Jewish Federation of 
Greater Los Angeles and some of the major 
synagogues, have played leading roles in helping Jews 
navigate various crises, but a City Council seat provides 
wider influence, and some Persian Jews, who tend to be 
culturally conservative, have educational and social 
service needs different from other groups, especially in 
areas of mental health and elder care.

Whether Yebri wins widespread support from his fellow 
Persian Jews remains an open question. At least three 
other Democrats have signaled they intend to run for 
the seat — Katy Yaroslavsky, an aide to County 
Supervisor Shiela Kuehl and daughter-in-law of Zev 
Yaroslavsky, a former member of the City Council and 
County Board of Supervisors; Jeff Ebenstein, director of 

policy and legislation for Councilmember Koretz; and 
Nick Greif, chief of staff David Ryu, who represents a 
City Council district adjacent to Koretz’s.

“Win or lose,” Yebri said, “I’m helping shape the 
perception inside and outside of the Iranian-American 
community and paving the way for others who might 
want to pursue public service as a noble endeavor.”

To donate online visit 
Forward.com/donate

To donate by phone, call
Call 212-453-9454
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My candlesticks are beautiful, but can I get rid of them? 8

Dear Bintel,

I got a beautiful pair of candlesticks for my wedding 
seven years ago. I got these candlesticks from my 
friend’s parents who are incredibly nice and generous 
people. I have no Jewish family members myself as I 
converted, so I truly appreciated these candlesticks. 
Every time I look at them, I think of her parents. 
However, I am also divorced after a painful and abusive 
marriage and these candlesticks remind me of my 
wedding. I’m not sure what to do as these are my 
Shabbat candlesticks. I feel weird using them and don’t 
light them anymore. I feel bad giving them away (who 
would take them anyways?) and don’t have much 
storage space. I feel silly buying new candlesticks when 
I have perfectly good candlesticks as well. Can you give 
me any ideas?

Signed,

What To Do With the Light

Dear Light,

When I read your email, the first thing I thought about 
were the first set of tablets Moses brought down the 
mountain, and then shattered, and how these broken 
tablets were kept in the ark as the Jewish people 
traveled through the desert. These candlesticks, like 
the first set of tablets, were given in love, but their 
meaning broke down when faced with the dark 
underside of human actions.

You’ve traveled through a long desert, and it sounds 
like it is time for new candlesticks to bring light into 
your home every week. I think you need Shabbat candle 
sticks that you can light without feeling weird. If it’s 
financially feasible for you, it’s not silly at all to buy new 
candlesticks. The ones you have are not perfectly good 
— they’re complicated, both by love and by a lot of pain.

I think it might help to make buying new candlesticks 
something of a ritual. Maybe buy them on a significant 
date, or from a special place, and go with someone you 
care about who can help make it into a meaningful 
moment. Think about what it is about your new life that 
brings you joy, or a way in which you are proud of 
yourself for being where you are. There are all sorts of 
fun and beautiful and fabulously creative candlesticks, 
made from colorful blown glass or something very non-
traditional, which might speak to you too.

If it feels right, you can also say a shehecheyanu, the 
blessing on new or noteworthy occasions, to mark this 
new purchase. And if your friend’s parents are as 
wonderful as they sound, they will absolutely 
understand, and be glad that these candlesticks served 
as a sign of their love for you for as long as they did.

If you don’t want to discard them all together, check in 
with your local synagogue to see if they want them, or 
might know a place to donate them. Otherwise, thank 
your candlesticks for their holy work so far, and then let 
them go without guilt.

-

Shira Telushkin lives in Brooklyn, where she writes on 
religion, fashion, and culture for a variety of 
publications. She is currently finishing a book on 
monastic intrigue in modern America. Got a question? 
Send it to bintel@forward.com.

My candlesticks are beautiful, but can I get rid 
of them?
By Shira Telushkin

Life
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Why it Matters that Kamala Cooks 9

The video is less than a minute long but I watch it for 
over an hour.

Sen. Kamala Harris is wearing a black skirt suit with 
pearl earrings and black pumps, a standard Washington 
uniform I have worn countless times. She has an 
earpiece in one ear and is preparing to do an interview. 
She deftly moves back and forth between 
communicating with the interviewer and teaching a 
staffer how to brine a turkey. She emphatically 
describes wet and dry brines and how she bastes a 
turkey with wine.

She then pivots seamlessly to begin her interview as 
the voice in her earpiece greets her.

As a working Mom, I feel seen. Senator Harris’s dance 
between policy and poultry is familiar to me, closer to 
my life than anything I have ever seen from a politician, 
and I am mesmerized.

At this critical moment for American women, with the 
pandemic pushing too many of us out of the workforce 
because the office and the classroom have become the 
same place, Kamala Harris embracing cooking as part 
of her public persona is bracing. It is a liberation.

I am roasting a turkey breast while I write this. My 
house smells like honey and thyme. I’ll carve it this 
afternoon and it’ll make sandwiches for the week. Then 
I’ll set up a turkey pot pie to warm us up some chilly 
October night, waiting in the freezer for my husband 
and child while I run phone banks, train volunteers, and 
mobilize Jewish voters across America to vote for 
Senator Harris and her running mate, Joe Biden.

The weeks before the election will be intense and I will 
be relieved there is good food waiting in the freezer.

Most Mothers work two shifts, two different full-time 
jobs. We run for office, we make partner, we write 
books, we perform surgery, and we are breadwinners or 
co-breadwinners with our partners. We teach kids to 
blow their noses and braid hair and know the 

pediatrician’s phone number and the best friend’s 
birthday and when all the school forms are due. We are 
still disproportionately doing domestic work, like 
cooking, and we still face unequal division of labor with 
regards to childcare. Running a household is still very 
much seen as the purview of women in most homes 
with two heterosexual partners.

The worst part is that while we are juggling two full-
time jobs, too often we are expected to keep this 
struggle invisible. Talking about motherhood at work 
can get you “Mommy-Tracked” to lower-paid, lower 
responsibility work. While men who talk about their kids 
at work receive praise and are subject to Dadulation —
excessive praise for participating in the daily grind of 
parenthood — women are more likely to be forced into 
invisible parenthood at work, for fear that talking about 
family obligations at work will hurt our careers — and 
our ability to provide for our kids.

Indeed, we are often asked to hide our personal lives 
altogether. I was advised by a mentor not to wear my 
engagement ring to interviews, for fear that employers 
would see me as more likely to be focused on my 
wedding than work. No man I know was ever advised to 
hide an engagement. (I wore the damn ring.)

Women are often asked to live our lives in fragments, in 
neat little boxes that never spill into each other. But 
living our lives so separately with so much 
fragmentation isn’t healthy.

Of course, now, we have too little 
compartmentalization. The pandemic has shone a light 
on what is already broken about our society, and it’s 
clear that invisible motherhood and silent second shifts 
need to be relegated to the dustbin of American 
history. We should talk about all the work we do, all the 
ways the system is stacked against us, and all that we 
achieve in spite of that, whether it’s a promotion or 
finally mastering Shakshouka.

Kamala Harris talking about cooking, and integrating

Why it Matters that Kamala Cooks
By Carly Pildis

Opinion
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that into her campaigning isn’t cutesy or quaint; it’s 
radical. And she doesn’t just give tips. Kamala cooks. 
She bakes cookies while campaigning in Iowa.

She makes dosas with Mindy Khaling and talked 
about breaking barriers for South Asian women.

She taught her colleague, Senator Warner, how to 
make a proper tuna sandwich.

She knows how to roast a chicken and stretch it into 
many meals, including soup. She does all of this while 
being a highly effective Senator and now the 
Democratic Nominee for Vice President. She does it 
while fighting for racial justice and for women’s rights 
and for the America she believes we can be.

She shows us who she is as a full person, with a full 
life, and not the stale idea of a woman achieving at 
work and giving up on having a family life, or having a 
vibrant family life and a stunted career.

Kamala is cooking up more than just dinner; she is 
representing working women as we actually are, and 
in doing so, inspiring so many of us to think bigger 
about who we could be.

A woman who insists on campaigning that way will 
make policy that empowers women to succeed.

-

Carly Pildis is the organizing director of the Jewish 
Democratic Council of America.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Forward.

Does God love you? That sounds like a question that 
Texas televangelist Joel Osteen would shout out to his 
megachurch. It doesn’t ring in the ears as a 
particularly Jewish query.

But the idea that God is a loving God is in our 
tradition, loud and clear, even if it’s not heard in the 
vernacular of most synagogue homilies or 
congregational newsletters.

I’d wager that the concept of God’s love in Judaism is 
not crystal clear to most Jews — what divine “love” 
means according to our texts and ancient teachers, 
how we should feel God’s love if we don’t.

Rabbi Angela Buchdahl, senior rabbi of Central 
Synagogue in Manhattan — and the congregation 
where I was privileged to be president from 2015 to 
2018 — wanted to tackle this question. I had hesitated 
before including Rabbi Buchdahl in this series,“Still
Small Voice: 18 Questions about God,” because it’s 
daunting to try to encapsulate the theology of one’s 
own rabbi.

I also admit that I have little journalistic distance 
when it comes to Angela (which is what I call her after 
15 years of being in each other’s lives), because in so 
many stirring, specific, private ways, she is 
responsible for my finally finding my Jewish home.

Though it risks hyperbole, I know many other Central 
members will agree that Angela, who is 48, helps us 
feel God’s love — when she’s on the pulpit, in the 
classroom, under the chuppah and at every shiva. It’s 
hard not to feel God’s presence when she’s singing 
(she’s also an ordained, revered cantor) or when she’s 
walking any of us through a difficult time.

That doesn’t make God’s love a simple idea. It just 
makes it accessible as a real possibility when it might 
otherwise have felt remote.

Our conversation follows, edited for clarity and length. 

Does God love us?
By Abigail Pogrebin

Life
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‘I just felt that God loved me and I loved 
God back’

Abigail Pogrebin: Why did this question — does God 
love us? — speak to you?

Rabbi Angela Buchdahl: I guess because my 
experience of a relationship with God is as a loving God. 
And when I think about the most powerful idea about 
belief or faith, it’s this idea that we are unconditionally 
loved by God.

AP: How is God’s love unconditional?

AB: Because we are all children of God, without having 
to earn it. Without having to create or do anything, just 
by virtue of God having helped create us, there’s a 
sense of investment, that we are just loved.

I will acknowledge that you can find places in the Torah 
where God’s love feels conditional — where God 
essentially says, “Do this, and then you will be blessed,” 
or, “If you don’t do this, you will be cursed.” But even 
that is, I think, an explanation of actions and 
consequences more than it is that ultimately God does 
or doesn’t love us.

AP: Where in the Bible do we see God’s love described 
explicitly?

AB: Maybe most powerfully in the Song of Songs in 
Ketuvim (Writings). In some ways, it is ridiculous that it 
made it into our canon because it reads like love poetry 
from an erotic relationship. But our rabbis called it the 
Holy of Holies of the entire Hebrew Bible because they 
saw this text as the greatest descriptor of our 
relationship — Israel’s relationship — with God: one of 
love, even romantic love.

AP: You just reminded me that the covenant at Sinai is 
sometimes described using wedding language.

AB: Right. Our brit, our covenant with God, is, in a 
sense, like a ketubah [marriage contract]. And there’s 
even language in Hosea (in Prophets) — “v’erastich li “—
which echoes marriage between us and God: “I will 
betroth you to me forever, I will betroth you to me in 
righteousness and in justice and in loving kindness.” 
(Hosea 2:21)

Those same words are said when you wrap the tefillin 
around your middle finger three times; you’re literally 
putting a triple wedding ring on your finger when you 
recite it.

AP: Are you personally comfortable with the language 
of a “loving God”?

AB: Yes. From a very young age, I just felt that God 
loved me and I loved God back. I know that sounds very 
strange, but I was in relationship — a kind of constant 
dialogue — with God. I looked up at the sky and felt as if 
God made all these beautiful things so that I could 
enjoy them; I knew they weren’t just for me, but I also 
felt a little bit that they were created for me, as if that’s 
just one of the ways that God loves me.

I had very loving parents and that undoubtedly helped 
shape my feelings about a loving God. My mother was 
very spiritual, even though she had a very different 
vocabulary since she wasn’t Jewish. She helped me feel 
what was magical and transcendent in the world 
around me.

On my own, I started a daily prayer practice every night 
before I went to bed. That was my way of checking in 
with God every night. While I did not actually believe, if 
you pressed me, that God watched over me or my 
sister, parents or grandmother in a direct way, even as 
a little kid I understood that part of what I was doing 
was maybe accessing whatever was divine within me.

I really did believe that there’s a little spark — we’re all 
created in God’s image — and this nightly prayer was a 
chance to ask God to protect the people I loved.

AP: That’s not every youngster’s path — to create a 
prayer practice unprompted.

AB: I know it sounds kind of crazy. No one told me I had 
to pray at night before I went to bed. I just felt like, “I 
want to call God now.”

‘That’s how you know that we love you’

AP: Let’s go to the texts you chose to focus on — the 
two prayers that sandwich the Shema.

AB: The Shema prayer is surrounded by love. Before

Does God love us?
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we say the Shema (our core avowal of faith), we recite 
Ahavat Olam(eternal love) or Ahava Rabba (great love) 
— a kind of revelation prayer. And then right after the 
Shema is the V’ahavta prayer (and you shall love).

In general terms, I would say the Ahavat Olam 
describes the way God loves us, and the V’ahavta
prayer describes the way we love God back.

And what’s interesting is to look at the text of Ahavat
Olam, and see what it says God gave us in love. “How 
great is your love? You love us by…” and the list follows. 
You might predict it would enumerate gifts like, “You 
gave us the world, creation, our life,” etc. Right? No. 
How does God love us? By giving us Torah, 
commandments, laws.

That’s not the first thing you would imagine: “God, You 
love us so much, you gave us rules.” But that’s 
essentially what it says. And I think it’s incredibly 
powerful.

AP: Rules are love?

AB: When I think about the people who love me the 
most in the world — my parents, they gave me life, food, 
a beautiful home to sleep in. But what they really gave 
me was guideposts.

They essentially said, “Here are the laws that can make 
you the most elevated human being you can be. This is 
how you are going to realize your potential. Here are 
the rules so that you actually treat people the best 
possible way.” That is what people who love you the 
most do.

AP: I don’t want to take the parent/child metaphor too 
far, but don’t kids have to love parents back for this to 
work in the long run? Or at least feel reciprocal respect 
so the laws aren’t just obligatory.

AB: Exactly — that’s the brit. It has to be covenantal and 
mutual in that sense. That is exactly what the V’ahavta
is about. Right after the Shema, what does the liturgy 
say? “Well God, WE love YOU back.

“How great is our love for you? What are we going to do 
to show it or prove it? We’re going to teach your laws to 
our children. We’re going to talk about your laws when 

we wake up, when we go to sleep, on the way; we’re 
going to write them on our doorpost, inscribe them on 
our heart and head.

We’re going to do all of these things and pass them 
onto the next generation, God. That’s how you know 
that we love you.”

‘Our tradition values action more’

AP: What do these two prayers say about love in 
Judaism?

AB: Neither of these prayers is about a feeling. Both are 
about action — loving, direct actions that we take. 
“Loving” is a verb here in the Torah. “V’ahavta” is in the 
command form: “you shall love.” Which is kind of an 
amazing thing — because how can you command a 
feeling? Well, you can command the loving action.

I think too often we think of love as this ephemeral 
emotion, but our tradition values action more.

AP: How does this love extend beyond people we know 
— to loving our neighbor or the stranger?

AB: Again, it’s not a command to love your neighbors 
with an emotional feeling. It’s more direct in terms of 
how you should then act towards them. Are you 
treating them the way they would want to be treated, 
not doing what is hateful to them?

AP: Why does God love us? Why are we worthy of that 
love, or why does God have that disposition to love us? 
Is that chiefly because God created us? What’s the 
driver?

AB: Well this betrays my own view of humanity, but I 
think we’re pretty lovable. I think human beings are 
capable of such beautiful acts of courage, joyfulness, 
creativity, resilience and strength. I’m constantly 
amazed by what human beings can do. But I don’t think 
that’s the reason God loves us.

God loves us because you just love your creation. 
That’s how we’re built. Think about how you feel about 
your children. When they were first born, they didn’t 
have to do a thing; you just felt overwhelming 
investment and attachment. I think that God is invested 
in us in that way.

Does God love us?
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‘We are chosen for a particular mission’

AP: I can hear skeptics saying that these days, 
humanity is not exactly emulating God’s love for each 
other.

AB: It’s true; the way people are treating each other 
right now is not loving. And I don’t mean the way they 
feel, although I see there’s a lot of venom and suspicion 
of people who think differently, but I’m talking about 
the actions people are doing — canceling each other, 
ascribing the worst intentions to people.

That, to me, is the opposite of love. There is a sense in 
my mind of a model that God gives — for love — which 
we should be emulating. We should be asking, ‘What 
are loving actions?’

AP: Finally, since you and I are talking soon after the 
summer’s racial reckoning, I want to venture into tricky 
territory and talk about God’s love when it comes to 
Jews of color.

I know you identify as a Jew of color yourself and have 
said publicly that the Jewish community has lagged in 
our embrace of those among us who are of mixed race, 
adopted, or converted. Do you think the rebuff that 
some Jews of color experience translates to feeling that 
God might love some Jews more than others?

AB: I think when you have a concept, as Judaism does, 
of a chosen people that has some special relationship, 
as a tribe, with God, then if you don’t feel fully part of 
that peoplehood — perhaps because you have one 
parent who’s not Jewish, or because you were adopted 
or converted in — if you don’t feel secure in terms of 
being 100% a part of “The People,” you can question 
whether or not you are loved by God in the way The 
Chosen People, or the Am Segula, the Treasured People 
— are loved.

My understanding of “chosen people” is that we are 
chosen for a particular mission, not chosen to be better, 
but chosen to be the exemplified other and stranger.

And if you choose to be Jewish and tie yourself to that 
mission, how much more do you understand it — what it 
is to be the one who is the stranger, the spurned — than 
one who has experienced that personally? So I think 
that what Jews of Color bring is vitally important to this 
conversation.

AP: Are you comfortable sharing if there were times 

you personally felt less loved by the Jewish community, 
if not by God?

AB: Sure. I would say that in those moments when I felt 
completely rejected by the Jewish community, there 
were a few people — rabbis and teachers — who felt like 
God’s angels along the way. And had they not 
embraced me, accepted me, in specific instances when 
I felt discounted, I’m not sure I could have stayed in it.

I remember I was in a particularly hard place while I was 
still in college, and I went on a walk with an Orthodox 
rabbi and just asked him plainly, “Do you think I’m a 
Jew?” And he explained why his answer was 100% yes 
and then said, “Angela, don’t ever doubt it.”

It felt so important —to have this Orthodox, male rabbi, 
whom I thought was the most learned and charismatic 
teacher I’d met up until that point, affirm my 
Jewishness. So to all those dismissive people in my 
college Hillel who were rejecting me, I wanted to say, 
“Well, guess what? This wise rabbi thinks I’m a Jew.”

And another rabbi I met a conference when I was 21 — I 
asked him about conversion and patrilineal descent, 
and it was the conversation that enabled me to feel 
ready to have a conversion.

I had rejected the idea for years, feeling like it would be 
a cop-out and would negate all of my Jewish life before, 
but it was the moment when he said, “We see this rite 
of passage as the highest affirmation of your 
Jewishness. Conversion is a Christian term; it sounds 
like you’re converting from something you were to 
something completely different. But Jews have always 
seen this as affirming the Jewish soul that you always 
had in you.”

Suddenly, when he said that, I felt, “Yes. I’m just 
affirming the Jewish soul I always had.” It’s not about 
saying that in the 21 years of my life before that, I was 
not really a Jew. And when he helped frame that for me 
— thank God for that.

So there have been people who expressed God’s love 
and God’s acceptance into this peoplehood in a way 
that enabled me to be here and become a Jewish 
leader. It made all the difference.

Does God love us?
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This summer journalism students from the School of 
the New York Times interviewed Holocaust survivors to 
help preserve their stories and to learn about that 
fading period in history. With attacks on Jewish 
communities recently on the rise, and the 75th 
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz, the time 
seemed right for the high school seniors – some of 
whom had never studied the Holocaust – to meet with 
survivors.

“I realized that most of the survivors are in their 80s 
and 90s,” said instructor Helene Stapinski, “and when 
they die, their stories with die with them. I thought it 
was important for the students to hear their testimony 
first hand.” As part of the pre-college summer program, 
students normally visit New York City from around the 
globe to gather in midtown and study writing. Because 
of the pandemic, classes were online.

Through the Museum of Jewish Heritage and Nachas 
Health and Family Network in Brooklyn, ten guests did 
phone interviews or visited the virtual classroom via 
Zoom, telling not only about the horrors of the 
Holocaust but of their lives afterward.

Among them was Fran Malkin, who, as a child, hid 
above a pig sty for 20 months with 12 other Jews during 
World War II in Sokal, Poland. Each day was a 
challenge, Malkin told the class, but the families that 
were stowed away were motivated by the hope of 
survival.

“They thought survival was the only way to defeat the 
Germans,” Malkin said. “And they would have to do 
anything they could to survive and bear witness.” This 
determination led the group to some awful decisions. 
Malkin, four years old at the time, cried continuously 
and became a threat to the group’s safety. The group 
made the difficult decision to sacrifice Malkin to save 
the other 12 lives.

A doctor who was among them gave Malkin poison, and 

before long, she appeared unconscious. As she was 
picked up to be buried, the doctor realized she still had 
a faint pulse.

In July, 1944, Soviet troops liberated Sokal. Malkin, 
having whispered every word for the past 20 months, 
was unable to speak at a normal tone, she told the 
class.

After the war, Malkin and her family moved to Newark, 
New Jersey, living among other Holocaust survivors but 
never sharing details of their experiences. Malkin grew 
up, got a job, got married, and had a daughter of her 
own. But she describes having difficulty with one-on-
one conversations and not having an outgoing 
personality. “I haven’t felt an openness with the world,” 
Malkin said.

Malkin has no trouble addressing large gatherings of 
people, however, and has started sharing her story with 
students and other groups through the museum.

“I’m a Jew,” she said. “I’m strong.”

Several survivors told their stories one on one with 
students in the program, who ranged as far and wide as 
China, Colombia and Puerto Rico. Lillian Feintuch talked 
about how she still remembers the first pair of shoes 
she wore after her own were incinerated in a school 
bombing in Vienna —grey, high-top, lace-up, given to 
her by an Austrian woman she’d never met before.

Feintuch, now in her 80s, was just six years old when 
her father was sent to a forced-labor camp. She, her 
mother, and three brothers were forced into a ghetto in 
Debrecen, Hungary and later into a concentration camp 
in Vienna, Austria.

As a child, she narrowly avoided Auschwitz when the 
train tracks en route were bombed. Everyone in 
Feintuch’s immediate family survived the Holocaust. 
Strangest of all, a Nazi provided their ultimate escape.

Keeping the stories alive, high school students 
interview Holocaust survivors
By Corinne Leong, Faith Wardwell, Moira Weinstein And Sienna Martinez
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“I saw these beautiful bushes and flowers,” Feintuch
remembered, describing what motivated her to wander 
away from her family while on a death march out of 
Vienna. When she looked up, a Nazi was running 
towards her. He stopped to look at her.

“‘How come he’s torturing me?’” Feintuch recalled 
thinking. “‘Let him take out the gun and get it over 
with.’”

But the Nazi never brandished his weapon. Instead, he 
started to cry. She reminded him of his daughter. He 
told Feintuch—tiny, bright blonde—that they’d been 
separated for two years.

“‘Take off your Jewish stars,’” the Nazi said after leading 
Feintuch back to her family. He instructed them to 
pretend they were Hungarian refugees fleeing the 
Russians and pointed to the mountains. “‘That’s where 
you will be safe.’”

“He was like an angel,” said Feintuch. “He saved our 
lives.”

Feintuch and her family sheltered in an Austrian 
family’s stable until news of liberation came. Then they 
returned to Hungary, where they reunited with 
Feintuch’s father. He had owned a soda factory before 
the war, but the business was now unprofitable. He was 
forced to sell the property for just $50.

The family left the last remnants of their pre-war life 
behind and settled in a displaced persons camp in 
Pocking, Germany and in 1949, immigrated to 
Bridgeport, Connecticut to live with family. Shortly 
after, they moved into a furnished apartment in 
Brooklyn.

Feintuch expresses gratitude for the kindness afforded 
her during and after the war but speaks of her parents’ 
own grace with even more admiration.

Their neighbor Mrs. Miller used to call them grin 
khayes—“foreign animals” in Yiddish, making them feel 
unwelcome and degraded. But when Mrs. Miller’s 
husband died, Feintuch’s mother prepared an elaborate 
supper on the day of the funeral. Mrs. Miller became a 
lifelong friend.

“If everyone would be like this,” Feintuch said, “there 

would be no war.”

Students were surprised by the optimism and hope of 
each of their subjects. Zahava Ungar, for instance, told 
one student that she considers herself lucky. As a girl in 
1939, she moved to Ukraine from the Czech Republic 
and narrowly missed the kinder transport to England. 
At 13 she watched her family taken away and gassed at 
Auschwitz. As an adult, she lived through her husband’s 
murder. But still, she is not bitter and remains grateful 
to be alive. “It was pure luck,” she said.

Born in 1930, Ungar grew up happily in Nachod, Czech 
Republic. In December 1939 her family was expelled to 
Ungvar, a city in Ukraine, missing their kinder transport 
to England by two weeks. In 1941, Ungar’s father was 
taken to labor camps for weeks at a time, until 
December 1942, when he never returned.

Ungar and her family spent a month in the ghetto until 
they were placed in a cattle car headed for Auschwitz. 
On the long journey, her two-year-old brother begged 
for bread with butter.

When Ungar, 13, arrived with her family at Birkenau, her 
mother pulled her aside.

“She told me to lie about my age, and tell them I was 
16, and don’t you forget it,” said Ungar. They were the 
last words her mother would ever speak to her. Her 
mother and brothers were separated from Ungar and 
her sister and were sent to the gas chambers.

Ungar remained in Auschwitz for six months. “When I 
think of Auschwitz, I hear the screaming, the dogs, and I 
see the beatings,” she said. For four months she and 
her sister stayed together but were finally separated. “I 
never saw her again.”

Ungar was sent to Theresienstadt, where she worked at 
a nearby bomb factory. After liberation, she boarded a 
train to Ungvar, Ukraine, but had no identification. “I 
was sitting on the train and all of a sudden comes 
border patrol,” she remembers. A Russian officer came 
and sat next to her, grabbed her hand, and said, “She’s 
my girlfriend, leave her alone.”

Ungar made it to Israel in 1946 where she reunited with 
one brother and lived on a kibbutz, and later joined the 
Israeli Army. She immigrated in 1978 with her husband

Keeping the stories alive, high school students interview Holocaust survivors
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Joel, also a survivor, and raised six children in Brooklyn. 
But tragedy returned. In the summer of 1984, Joel was 
murdered during a robbery at his fabric company in 
Flatbush.

For years, Ungar found it too difficult to speak about 
what she had witnessed, but because of her children 
and grandchildren’s curiosity, she began to talk about 
her experiences.

“I relive everything, but I’m doing it just because I feel 
everybody needs to listen and hear,” said Ungar, now 
89. “We have to be so careful not to build hatred.” 
George Klein told the class that he, too, felt fortunate to 
be alive. “I don’t see myself as a survivor,” Klein said. “I 
don’t like that word. I was just lucky, that’s all.”

Klein believes his good fortune and caring mother got 
him through the war. “My relationship with my mother 
was special,” he said. Klein grew up in Slovakia in the 
1940s, while the Holocaust was raging through Europe. 
In 1944, he was pulled out of school for being Jewish, 
while his parents were told their pharmaceutical 
business was no longer legal.

He and his family went into hiding in a small village 
near the mountains of Slovakia. While wandering off 
one day, he spotted some German soldiers, and ran 
back to tell his parents. His father, Oscar, left to see 
what was happening in the village, but never returned. 
Hours later, the Germans came looking for Klein and his 
mother, who tried to hide in the house.

“I was sticking my head out from behind the sofa, and 
the German soldier wanted to shoot me,” said George.

His mother stood in front of his small body and pleaded 
with the officer to take her instead. The officer 
promised they would be safe and let them pack some 
belongings. They were taken to Bergen Belsen.

“A German didn’t like your face, they shot you. No big 
deal,” remembered Klein. “There were mountains of 
dead bodies when I was a kid.”

When Klein was finally liberated, he had typhoid fever. 
He remembers waking up in the care of nurses, after 
the British army saved them. Soon, he was able to walk 
again and was transferred to the Tatra mountains 
where his mother, Hilda, opened a pharmacy to be near 
him.

Klein recovered after two years and learned English by 

the age of 10. In 1962, he graduated from medical 
school at the top of his class.

He met his wife and had a baby boy and in 1965, they 
moved to America, where they had two more girls. 
Today, he lives in Manhattan with his wife, watching 
movies and reading books all day due to the pandemic.

The past few months have not been difficult for him, 
nor do they remind him of the war in any way. He said 
he speaks to his children every morning, and misses his 
daughter’s visits from Los Angeles, but does not feel 
unfortunate. He has faith in democracy, and, although 
he knows it will take years to rebound, he believes in 
his adopted home country.

“America,” he said, “will come back.”

-

A few of the student interviewers shared about their 
experience writing this article.

“The interview process was emotional and heart-
wrenching, but I tried to ask questions from a 
professional perspective so that I could properly 
convey the story to the public, without losing certain 
anecdotes that embellish the piece. The story of George 
Klein is so inspiring, especially thinking about where he 
is now, and how far he’s come, and it’s such a beautiful 
thing to witness such growth,” said Moira Weinstein.

“Interviewing Ms. Feintuch was personally a very 
impactful experience for me, beyond being educational 
- it allowed me to see past my momentary struggles 
and offered me a unique connection with a complete 
stranger,” added Corinne Leong.

All authors of this piece were students in the Summer 
2020 term of the School of the New York Times.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.
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In Scotland’s pubs, a Jewish artist found her home. Then came the lockdown. 17

I am writing from my attic apartment situated across 
from the Royal Portrait Gallery, a red brick neoclassical 
building bedecked with many, many life-sized statues 
of important, snooty-looking men, on Queen Street in 
Edinburgh. One such figure, wearing knee britches and 
sporting an unimpressive pompadour, faces my window 
at eye level. I get the odd feeling that he is watching 
me.

Down the street, there is a pub called the Barony. 
Today, there is a long line of people waiting to be 
seated. Lines outside of pubs are uncommon. 
Traditionally, people just pile in and rub shoulders 
intimately with complete strangers as they nurse 
overflowing pints.

If you know anything about the United Kingdom, 
Ireland, the Isle of Man…hell, all of the Celtic nations, it 
is that pubs are a major cultural institution. People 
gather there after work, to watch a football match, to 
have a long night with their mates, to meet girls 
(otherwise known as “pulling”), to moan about a tough 
day.

Pubs function as a sort of social equalizer. In the pub, a 
man on the dole will speak to someone in finance, a 
famous chef will chat comfortably with a social worker, 
and the local drunk is treated not with judgment but 
with sympathy and fondness. You see, in the pub, you 
are not what you do, you are just one of the fellas, 
having the “craic.”

But, of course, Covid-19 has changed all that. On May 
21st, Scotland published a strategy, composed of four 
“phases” to carefully lead the nation out of lockdown. 
On July 15th, as part of Phase 3, the pubs were allowed 
to re-open, albeit with new safety measures.

People wait in line for ages just to have 1.5 hours to 
drink in socially-distanced, plastic-lined cubicles. When 
the time is up, the bartender anxiously ushers them out 

and, after a thorough disinfectant wipe-down, the next 
person enters and participates in the shadow-
pantomime of pub culture. For those who don’t want to 
risk entering a pub and inhaling potentially infected air, 
plastic takeaway cups have become a popular option. 
Some pubs even offer a substantial discount if people 
bring gallon jugs to fill. Still, the locals complain that 
this is nothing like the old days, that the spirit of pub 
culture is, in fact, gone.

August would have been the apex of the Fringe, the 
world’s largest art festival. The Fringe was cancelled in 
late March as the United Kingdom went into lockdown. 
During the festival, in just 25 days, over 3,000 different 
shows go up, and around 55,000 performances take 
place. During that month, the city’s population nearly 
doubles. Visitors from all over the world crowd the 
streets. They are missing in action now and you can 
feel the void where they should be.

My flat is close to the Barony Pub. On my daily walks I 
pass by and hear accents from Liverpool, Manchester, 
Bristol, London, Wales. Due to travel restrictions on 
European countries like Spain, France and Greece, 
British tourists cannot visit traditional vacation spots. 
As a result, unprecedented numbers of English citizens 
are taking their holiday here in Scotland. There are 
crowds here, but like the shifted pub culture, these 
masses of people are shadows of the missing, 
international population that usually comes with the 
Fringe.

There is something else missing from the city: the 
sound of music. Scotland, like Ireland, has a robust oral 
history tradition that comes in the form of folk music. 
Edinburgh is full of music pubs. Under normal 
circumstances, were you to wander through the Old 
Town or the New Town, Stockbridge or Leith Walk, you 
would likely hear the soft whine of a fiddle or the 
arrhythmic thump of a bodhran leaking out of a bar. 

In Scotland’s pubs, a Jewish artist found her 
home. Then came the lockdown.
By Amanda Chemeche

Culture
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Now, there is silence.

Today the Royal Oak and Sandy Bell’s are dark, their 
doors barred shut. The musicians are alienated from 
the venues they proliferated and the livelihoods they 
made there. The owners dare not reopen; they know 
they won’t make any money, not under the current 
safety regulations. The government deems singing to 
be a threat, and understandably so. Belting out lyrics 
into a cramped space is awfully effective at spreading 
Covid.

The Captain’s Bar has made strides in adapting to the 
current situation. As of August 30th, the pub holds 
gatherings of musicians outside of the pub. Cradling 
pints in plastic cups musicians sing in a loose circle, 
battling the wind that snatches our voices away. It is 
something, at least.

Bar owners are hoping that, in September, regulations 
will be loosened more and things can go back to 
normal. Folk musicians pray for the day that they can 
play indoors and hear their voices bouncing off the old 
woodwork of the historic pubs.

The Scottish folk scene is a niche subculture composed 
of performers, avid listeners and bar owners dedicated 
to promoting traditional and world music. Arguably, the 
three most important pubs in Edinburgh are The 
Captain’s Bar, The Royal Oak and Sandy Bell’s. Located 
right off of the Royal Mile (a long street connecting 
Edinburgh Castle to Holyrood Palace), the pubs form a 
loose triangle around the Scottish National Museum 
and abut Edinburgh University.

Counter to the traditionalist trends found in some folk 
communities, Edinburgh is unique in its eclecticism and 
open-mindedness. Perhaps this is due to the proximity 
of the university and the Fringe Festival. Perhaps it’s a 
result of the Scottish people’s largely warm 
dispositions. There is Giulia Drummond, a Brazilian 
singer. There is Conor Riordan, from the Wirral, 
Northern England. The Auld Reekie String Band 
composed of Jakov Jandric, a Croatian; Linda Larking, a 
Swede; James Stewart, a Cumbrian; and Ben Errington, 
a Scotsman. There is John Anaya from San Francisco. 
Then there are the Peerie Faeries, a queer music group. 
The term “faerie” is a double entendre: on the one 

hand, it is a non-gender, non-binary identifier. On the 
other, it recalls the pagan, magical nature of Scotland’s 
history.

For members of the folk scene like myself, singing in 
the pubs is a way of life. If the bars close permanently it 
will be devastating to the community. Moreover, as a 
form of oral history, the decline of the contemporary 
folk scene will be a blow to Scottish cultural heritage.

Things are looking grim. The onslaught of tourists 
coming to Scotland and the reopening of pubs, 
restaurants, shops and museums, has resulted in rising 
cases of Covid. Where only one case was reported on 
June 20th, many new cases are being reported. On 
August 5th, Aberdeen went back into lockdown. And 
clusters of outbreaks have been identified in Northeast 
Glasgow and North Lanarkshire. It is only a matter of 
time before Edinburgh reports a serious outbreak again 
too. Scotland’s First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, in an 
interview, announced that the Scottish government 
may go back into lockdown this winter.

It looks like the folk pubs will not reopen this year.

For the past two summers, I have lived in Edinburgh as 
a folk singer and writer.

The folk pubs fulfill important personal and spiritual 
purposes for me. In this eclectic community full of both 
international and queer artists, I can safely express 
myself. I can be one of the “fellas,” and have “the craic.”

There, often dressed in men’s clothes — a three-piece 
suit, or a t-shirt with suspenders and cargo pants — I 
can comfortably express my queer, non-binary nature 
through performing my drag king persona, “Chemeche.”

In this persona, I sing Americana, Old Time, Irish and 
Scottish folk music and the blues.

At the same time, the folk pubs serve as a place of 
spiritual expression. In a country with a small Jewish 
population and very few temples, the folk scene has 
become an odd Shabbat table, a halal club, of sorts.

Every Friday night, while performing in The Royal Oak 
or The Captains Bar, I sing Hebrew songs I grew up 
performing with my Israeli family.

In Scotland’s pubs, a Jewish artist found her home. Then came the lockdown.
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When I sing in Hebrew, I close my eyes and pretend I 
am back home, that it is a Friday night in New York City. 
I am sitting at a table full of Israeli artists at the home 
of my aunts Aya or Dvora. In those moments, I am filled 
with a connection to my family and faith. It is like I am 
transported back home.

Nearly every time I perform a song in Hebrew, from 
within the pub crowd, a Jewish tourist or local comes to 
speak with me. Remarkably, the pub is a place of Jewish 
fellowship too.

I met a young, Iraqi-Israeli Jewish man who’d been 
discharged from the army and told me painful stories of 
being posted on the Gaza Strip; a young Moroccan-
Jewish artist who was inspired by the Scottish 
highlands; a couple from New York with an obsession 
for Jacobite history; a man from Canada who opened a 
bagel shop in Edinburgh; even a fellow Yale alum and 
member of the same Jewish club.

I remember the first time I sang Hebrew in the Royal 
Oak.

It was the fall of 2018. I had been living in Scotland for 
two months, having moved there in the summer on a 
whim after graduating from Yale. I had joined the local 
folk community and was singing regularly. However 
until that night, I had not sung any Jewish material. I 
admit, I was frightened of anti-Semitism, having 
encountered it in already in Europe during some visits 
to France and Belgium.

It was early September. It was a Friday night, Ciaran 
McGhee’s session at the Oak. That day, I realized I was 
going to miss sharing Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur 
with my family and I felt very isolated.

I was seated among the performers on the “musician’s 
bench.” Built into the corner of the pub, it made a loose, 
half-circle that faced an audience. Woe betide any non-
muso (short for musician) who attempted to sit there. 
No, dutifully the tourists and regulars, pints in hand, 
stood in front of us, listening avidly and without talking.

It was an energetic night. Ciaran and his band, Kishmul
— made up of a four-string banjo, accordion, guitar and 
tin whistle — played a riotous, foot-stomping Irish tune. 
The floor vibrated and the visitors bounced in time with 
the music.

When the tune ended, Ciaran looked at me, giving me a 
nod. This is how a session leader directs the other 

musicians to perform. I was supposed to break into 
“Wayfaring Stranger” or The “L and N Don’t Stop Here 
Anymore” — songs the band knew how to play. But my 
homesickness overcame me. Standing up, I started to 
sing in Hebrew. Singing a cappella is common. Singing 
in Hebrew is not.

The audience was still basking in the afterglow of the 
Celtic jam session when I broke into my slow rendition 
of “Oseh Shalom.”

The nature of folk music, much like jazz, is to be 
improvisational. I let my feelings control the cadence, 
rhythm and content of the song. “Oseh Shalom” is 
meant to be celebratory, upbeat. But my longing for my 
family and for a spiritual connection added a note of 
sadness. The song became a prayer, an attempt to 
summon that which I didn’t have.

The force of my yearning for my father, to hear Hebrew 
language, to taste Jewish food, swayed me. I felt my 
arms dance around me, my head tilt to the side with 
each dissonant note. I swayed with the rhythm of the 
music, twisting like the flame on a candlestick.

When I finished, I shyly opened my eyes to the crowd. I 
knew I had taken a risk. Even in this eclectic 
community, no one had sung in Hebrew yet. I was 
surprised when they started to clap and when I saw a 
woman with tears in her eyes.

Afterwards, the woman approached me. She had come 
to Scotland for the Fringe Festival but had decided to 
stay on through the fall. She was Jewish; she too 
missed her community. My song had meant something 
to her. In this brief moment of fellowship, I felt 
something ease within me.

From then on, every Friday night I sang a song in 
Hebrew and in doing so, found a measure of spiritual 
fulfillment while away from my community in New York.

On March 23rd, Scotland and the rest of the United 
Kingdom went into lockdown. A week later, on March 
29th, I returned to the United States to support my 
family during the height of the outbreak in New York.

From my apartment in Chelsea, I watched on social 
media as the folk scene went into decline, as musicians 
and pub owners faced existential threats to their 
livelihoods and culture.

Brien O’Reilly posted on Facebook the folk scene was in
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word. Decimated.” Folk pubs created Kickstarters and 
GoFundMe pages to try to make enough money to pay 
return and stall bankruptcy. Musicians, like John Anaya, 
live-streamed performances on Facebook with Paypal
tip jars linked on their pages. Folk session leaders, like 
Gerry Mulvenna, created online gigs like the “Captain’s 
Bar Stream Sessions,” hoping to keep up the tradition 
of making music together, even if it was digitally done.

In addition to the economic toll the closure of the scene 
had, there was a personal toll as well. Many musicians, 
like myself, see the folk scene as a platform for self-
expression.

Giulia Drummond connects with her spiritualism by 
performing what she calls, “magical music.” Kevin Gore 
and Bobby Nicholson, ardent socialists and supporters 
of the Scottish Independence movement, articulate 
their political beliefs through song. And Sylvia 
McGowan, whose rich voice recalls none other than 
June Tabor and Dick Gaughan, connects with and 
recollects the memories of dearly departed family 
members through her soulful music. Gerry Mulvenna, 
an Irish singer-songwriter who also promotes 
Catalonian self-determination in his music said, 
“Although the pandemic has made us and the general 

public aware of the rich abundance of talent in our folk 
community, the removal of our ability to share this 
cultural expression has been devastating.”

After two months, on June 12th, I flew back to Scotland. 
I was not alone. Other musicians who went home for 
the lockdown returned from Spain, South America, the 
United States, Ireland and more. We all knew the pubs 
were closed but chose, regardless, to be in close 
proximity to our musical homes again. Now, together, 
we just wait, hoping for the scene to reopen. In the 
meantime, in small, social distanced gatherings we 
gather under Arthurs’s Seat, in The Meadows and on 
the Waters of Leith. We gather outside of the Captain’s 
Bar. We meet online too on Quarantunes. We are trying 
to make what music we can to tide us over.

-
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